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New Media Project Mixes

Technology and Theology
There’s no shortage of practical advice
on how to build a better website, start a blog or
manage a Twitter feed. But there are few resources
to help religious leaders assess the impact of these
technologies on their ministries.
The New Media Project is filling the gap, helping
congregations and other ministers navigate the
digital and social media landscape. Based at
Christian Theological Seminary (CTS) in Indianapolis,
it challenges Christian communities to articulate the
gospel in fresh ways using new media in both
public discourse and community proclamation.
“Today, there is barely a religious leader who doesn’t
acknowledge the need to use digital communication,”
says the Rev. Verity Jones, director of the New Media Project and
executive vice president at CTS. “But it’s not enough to know how
to use these tools. We need to consider how new media affect
how we understand our relationship to God and how new media
influence the way we
share and practice our
faith and traditions.”
Founded in 2010, the
New Media Project encourages religious
leaders to consider how their beliefs,
traditions and practices affect their use of
new forms of communication. Through
its website (www.cpx.cts.edu/newmedia)
and national conferences, the New
Media Project shares case studies, online
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That space is needed, according
to Keith Anderson, pastor at Upper
Dublin Lutheran Church in Ambler,
Pennsylvania. He is co-author of
“Click2Save: The Digital Ministry
Bible” and author of the forthcoming book “The Digital Cathedral:
Networked Ministry in a Wireless
World.”
Anderson, who blogs for the
New Media Project website and

Vimeo and Twitter.

, “Lent Madness,” part Lenten
devotion, part online game about
Christian saints through the ages.
Inspired by college basketball’s March
Madness, the Rev. Tim Schenck, an
Episcopal priest in Massachusetts,
created the website to build a
community that is “passionate about
taking their faith but not themselves
too seriously.”
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They named it early on, helping
people like me understand that new
media tools reflect new patterns of
living,” he says. “These patterns
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